
I am in a library and meet with two other artists. One of them is actually sending me her catalogue and I show her that I was also doing the same. I just give her mine to her and she also decides to give me hers. We then seat down to read it but she soon stands up declaring I should expand it.

I am in a museum installing my work. I am sharing a wall with my Polish friend but he is doing a large projection and the sound is high. I then talk to the curator and she tells me to set up my exhibit in a concert hall. The band begins to play and the put the curtain down but it is too irregular.

I am outside a stadium looking at all the American people going to watch a game. I actually wait that they are all gone and walk down to get my car from a parking lot. I then pay for it but my sister comes behind and she pays less. I then ask for some money back and get a small white coin.

I am watching an old football game and it almost comes to the end. The commentator then tells about the player that did the very last goal. It is the goal that has made the national team to win the championship and the camera shows a lady under an umbrella relaxing before kicking the ball.

I am with my parents on a valley overlooking some big mountains. I tell them that also from my house I can see the mountains but these ones are really big. My parents are tired and want to go home. I then follow them in an under passage to a parking lot and realize my stepfather is limb.

I am driving on a road and see my mountain neighbour's son using a large machinery. He is actually measuring the depth of the rooms inside an old castle. He then asks me if I want it and I say that he can park it in one of my fields. He does so and I realize that he wants a lot of money.

I am in a parking lot and see a guy getting out of his cabriolet. It actually starts rolling down and I block it but then I see his friend getting in the cabriolet and I let it go. He actually doesn't pull the handbrake and jumps out again. The cabriolet keeps rolling down and I can't fetch it anymore.

I am watching TV and find a film of a video-game character. I then call my son to come and watch it with me but he doesn't answer and I look at how the other characters of the video-game set up for a battle. One army has a lot of different characters but it is too small and will be defeated.

I am sleeping in my mountain apartment when I hear my old carpenter friend outside. I then wake up and let him inside to go to a gym in the basement. I also follow him and put on some big boxing gloves but the training carpet is occupied by a karate champion fighting a inexperienced girl.

I am in a classroom and meet my supervisor. She tells me to stop talking to her now that I have graduated and ask questions to another colleague. I then walk out of the room and realize that she did not pick up the certificates I left in her pigeon hole. I then give them to the other colleague.

I am in a small laboratory and find my old computer on a shelf. As I take it with me I realize that someone has scratched part of the layer I had painted on top. There is actually an old classmate from Hong Kong who is scratching the surface of another laptop and I realize that it was him.

I am in on one end of a football field and see the team from the opposite end approaching. I then wonder what kind of training they are doing and see them crossing from one side to the other of a circle. It is actually an old martial art and they keep changing the animals they represent. 

I am in my mountain neighbour's chicken house parking my new tractor. She actually give me the house to rent and comes out to tell me the yearly amount. It is very little but I can only park under a plastic cover and the tractor is too far to the corner. It might get wet and I move it backward.

I am walking across the main square of my small mountain village and find two of my neighbours playing music. One of them has a violin and the other one sings. They are actually very good and I take two metal rebars and use one against the other like a violin also making a beautiful sound.

I am a Nazi general meeting the supreme leader in the corner of a Polish city at night. He is actually already seating on a small table talking to another general. The latter wants to go home to his wife but the supreme leader tells him to wait and starts thinking aloud how they have lost the war.

I am in a station trying to purchase a bus ticket from a vending machine. I select the journey but get way too many options and I cannot choose the upcoming one. There is very little time left and video-game appear on the screen. I need to select a vehicle but I cannot even select an airplane.

I am on top of a small mountain overlooking my native highland. My parents and my stepfather's boat instructor are with me and we discuss where to go biking. My mother and I want to proceed to our mountain place but my stepfather and his instructor decide that we should bike to the city.

I am walking down to a village at night and talk to my girlfriend on the phone. She is actually preparing food for her best friend but doesn't have enough money. She couldn't even by a pizza for her and decided to make one. I then joke with her saying that they can put whatever the toppings. 

I am in a small cottage built on a steep field in the mountains. I am actually kidnapped with a boy and a girl. Our guard sends us to an identical cottage across the field and we start walking. I then tell the boy and the girl to run in the forest but they don't listen and I escape running through it.

I am laying in a room looking at a map with my Danish curator friend and his girlfriend. I try to show them the city from where I took the bus to go south but only see small villages. They are actually impressed on how well I pronounce them in Danish and I start talking in Swedish to them.

I am walking with my son and his mother out of a condominium. He actually complains about the rides inside saying that they were for little kids. I then wish we could have taken him there earlier but realize that the ticket they have is also valid for a bigger amusement park in the suburbs.

I am walking in a city up north and feel the strong wind. As I realize that it is still quite warm I reach a traffic light in the middle of the sidewalk. It doesn't make any sense and I cross it. The sidewalk ends in in a small bar and I get inside walking straight behind a counter to serve me a drink.

I am watching a movie about a woman who fell in love with a radio presenter. She actually wrote him a letter and he replied not to bother him anymore. She then became more in love and wrote other letters. As he stopped answering her the movie shows the ocean and a dolphin jumping.

I am in a park in an Indian city and find a fruit vendor. I then buy some small grapes and start eating them but they are not washed. As I put them under a fountain I see two artists selling some beautiful paintings but the police is coming and they have to quickly put hide them away.

I am in my Venetian apartment and hear my new guest trying to open the door. She cannot and I let her inside. She really likes the apartment and I take her to her room. The bed sheet are used but she anyway throw herself on the bed. An old guest is still there and they both speak Greek.

I am in a hotel room with my spiritual friend. He is actually seating in the terrace with a book trying to learn a foreign language. I try to help him and hurry up to go out but he is very reluctant. I actually want to go to the beach and he tells me that he wants us to spend the coming days indoor.

I am in a club with other people and realize that they are my classmates. We are going to have an exam and I hurry to the classroom to take the best seats. There are some roller-coaster rides I have to cross but finally reach the room and seat next to my best friend although it is too jammed.

I am driving in an Italian country road and see a car mechanic where I bought my first van. I then stop to get a check before I drive back to the Netherlands. The guy who comes and help me is from Eastern Europe and starts looking at the engine. He pulls a tube out and blows saying it is fine.

I am on a train to the university and see a lot of blond girls coming in. I then walk pass them thinking that they are Swedish exchange students. I try to say things in their language but no one reacts and an Italian girl seating ahead tells me that they must be all German exchange students.

I am walking in an old Italian city and see my cousin walking with a pretty girl. I then want to guide them through the city but we decide to stop in a restaurant. There we find the mother and the sister of the girl. I then let my cousin go alone with the girl but his sister also goes out to kiss her.

I am in a restaurant with my parents and their friends. I am actually talking to one of them and realize that she is half Swedish. I then talk Swedish to her but she has a strong Italian accent and I find that her Italian is much better. As I smile to her I remember that my front teeth is broken.

I am watching the photos my father sent me on my phone. Two of them I have already seen but as I scroll them I realize that there are many more. They show him on a holiday with his Jewish girlfriend on a beach. Another photo shows the water really high and them biking through it.

I am on a slope and see a man attaching the leash of his dog on a woman's necklace. The latter is walking under an umbrella with her boyfriend and I hear from another man that his friend with the leash got stubbed by the German police. They fought he was a terrorist but he is still alive.

I am in a big ancient church with a Southern man. He tells me about him and I start jellying at him that he is a coward. I actually walk away in the back of the church while he walks in front towards the altar to pray. I then realize that it is a beautiful picture and I try to photograph him.

I am walking with a girl in a suburb and pass a condominium where my Danish curator friend lives with her American artist girlfriend. I then tell the girl how much I wish to dye my friend's hair blue. She doesn't react and I also realize my curator friend has already beautiful blond hairs.

I am talking to my Swedish colleague outside my new apartment. It is dark and I tell her how nice the condominium is. We then walk inside and find that there is a small disco with people dancing. I go in the middle and dance wildly with a guy bending down and doing sexual movements.

I am walking in a portico and hear two restaurant owners talking about the tourist stands they keep outside for tourists. One of them brings it from home and the other keeps it in the restaurant. The latter invites me inside his small kitchen and offer me one single spaghetti for my birthday.

I am running a marathon but only the last lap. I manage to catch the last two runners but one of them is by bike and start holding my shoulder. I get angry with him but his friend has a lot of muscles and I keep quiet. We then end up going to the gym together and I show them my strength.

I am walking on a road and catch up with a blind girl. She stops me to ask where how to reach the city center. I then explain to her that she is going to reach a crossing and from there she has to turn right. I actually meant left but an older blind man comes and tells her to keep her stick up.

I am in a field overlooking a lake. There is a rich German couple with me and I try to convince them to build their villa there. I then show them how there are many people swimming in the lake but the German man tells me he doesn't like canes. I then see that people are swimming around it.

I am in an old house I just bought and see a local guy running up. I then see that the staircase has been recently plastered but the new plaster is falling down. I anyway go up and see that the rest of the staircase is made of wood. I did put some ropes there to hold it but it is also falling down.

I am walking next to a big cathedral in the south and see that the entrance is built in front of the sea. I then walk a bridge and get inside. I am very impressed and walk through the entire cathedral ending up in a cafe where my old art history teacher is. He is critical about the place and leaves.

I am walking in a fancy neighborhood with a lot of tourists. I then realize that my new apartment is also there and try to reach it. As I come to the crossing where I think it is I realize that there are no longer any tourists. I try to search for the apartment but only find a fancy condominium.

I am with my son biking on a little car through the dirt road to a villa. I actually realize that I am building my cathedral on the field to the right. I made a fence planting small trees but there is suddenly a pond and I had to stop planting. As I keep approaching the villa the small trees reappears.

I am watching a documentary about a group of terrorists who managed to make fake credit cards to use as passports in an airport. They actually show a magnetic tape one can program to attach to the credit card and I start looking for the machine to do so. I search on-line but I cannot find it.

I am in a small hotel room discussing with my mother about the nearby beach. She then tells me that they just opened a harbour there connecting it with some small Sicilian islands. She adds that it will take the ferry very little time to reach them. I am happy since I am going to move there.

I am with my parents driving in a city. I then tell them to park before we get in the actual center and get off. I ask a passerby how to reach the center and he points out to the right. There are actually three roads going to the right and I ask a policeman who tells me to take the middle one. 

I am walking near a small village and hear some people talking about my cousin. I then remember he leaves there but do not dare to ask in which road. I try to figure it out myself but don't recognize any of the roads and seat at the end of the main one under the wooden roof of a fountain.

I am in a kitchen fixing a bike. My mother is upset because I am fixing too many things at the same time but I promise her I am almost done with the bike. I then put it in the last screw but it perforates the tire. I have to start all over again and search for other tools sending my mother to hell.

I am in a atelier and try to sleep but notice a woman observing me from a window. I then realize she is together with my Russian friend and I go to give him my thesis. We then seat on a table together and he tells me that he is moving to the south of Italy. I tell him that the rents are cheap there.

I am with my son on a military jet and fly down on the sea. We are actually approaching a warship and I start shooting but the plane becomes a racing car. I then try to drive away but no matter how fast I go there is a lady with big bubs walking next to us. I then put the last gear and pass her.

I am watching a movie about a guy entering a courtyard. He sees a karate master opening the main door to receive a package. He then tries to talk to him but the master closes the door again. He insists and the master opens up saying that he shall fight to deserve a position in his clan.

I am in my native town waiting for my Jewish friend to arrive. The weather is gloomy but I feel it is good with some rain after the dry season. She arrives on a bus and I get in with my girlfriend. We get a printout describing her new project. She wants to collect money to travel around the world.

I am in a gym of an Asian guy observing how he has painted the floor and the walls of the same green. As I notice that he has washed the floor and someone might fall I hear him jellying at my kid. They are on their way out but my son is not listening to him. He is actually going to drop out.

I am on a bus with my Polish friend. We are seating almost on the very front and he is very talkative. I then realize that we just had a big fight but he doesn't seem to have suffered from it. As he keeps talking I look at him and realize that he is very young. He is actually one of my twin cousins.

I am a small apartment with a baby seating on a chair. He actually keeps crying and I try to calm  him with a small ball. He doesn't stop and I pull him up and go to the bathroom to brush his teeth. He stops crying but I only see a kid toothbrush with a large head and little toothpaste on top.

I am outside of a garage and see my sister approaching. She is actually wearing a headset on all the time even though she is not using it. I then ask her what it is for and she explains to me that she is really fed up with her work and she is waiting for someone to call her and offer her a new one.

I am in a shed in a mountain near my village. My parents are with me and I tell them that I want to move there with my girlfriend. They then try to help me and propose me to work for a friend of them who lives in the neighborhood. The latter is a lawyer and they tell me I can babysit her child.

I am in an old gym training with my son. I actually get to talk to a girl who is standing in front of the mirror lifting weights upwards. As she switches exercise we keep talking and I get to use her weights. I try to do exactly the same exercise she did before but realize the weights are too heavy.

I am walking with a young woman up a mountain. We are actually next to a powerful stream of water and I am afraid to continue. She is not so fit and I anyway decide to follow her all the way until we reach the spring of the stream. She then tells me that it is the place where a big river begins.

I am watching a movie about a Chinese man who has to escape from a monster. He then goes in a tunnel underwater but cannot come up again. There is actually a grid and he manages to light fire underneath causing an entire cathedral to burn. An Arab chimney sweeper solves the problem.

I am coordinating the work of a group of talented artists standing under a small cupola to paint a fresco. Each of them has a section but they start to paint altering the original colours. I also need to paint but the cupola is actually on a tree and it falls down. An artist helps me to find it.

I am in a classroom but realize that I have erased my classmates' homework. I then tell my sister to leave and we get in a garage where I have my expensive car. I need to move it outside so that I can move my parents' jeep behind it but it starts accelerating without me pressing the accelerator.

I am walking with a guy in a valley and he takes me on top of a small hill from which we can observe the city. We then see a guy driving a bus with a friend and we wave at them. They see us and I make signs to them to come back to us but they are almost in the city. We then take another bus.

I am on a roof top and realize that a guy is dismantling a wall even though they just put new tiles on it. He then shows me how the bricks underneath are loose and he needs to replace them with a single block of glass fiber. We then go around the roof to see if we need to buy additional blocks.

I am in a kitchen with my girlfriend when the grandchild of our upstairs neighbour in the mountains arrives. She is shy and whispers to me that she loves me. Her grandmother hears her and immediately brings her upstairs jellying. I then whisper to my girlfriend to discuss what happened.  

I am in a rubber dinghy with a man who never boarded it before. Another man drives us around the coast and we come to a beach. I then realize that I was came there by bike and that I used to be with my family in a beach more to the south. I still have a video of me and my son playing there.

I am in an underground empty apartment with no furniture. I am actually moving there with a guy and a man arranges an office for us. It is my office and they put up the chair with the lamp already installed. I then show them that the chair is too high and the table needs to be higher.

I am walking on a street in a South American small city and see a famous Italian singer. He was actually my grandparents' neighbour in the mountains and I follow him inside a little shop. As I think that no one recognizes him in this foreign country I realize that also the shop owner is Italian.

I am on a metro writing an official letter to my ex wife. I need someone to sign it and see a classmate from middle school. He signs it for me with his name and that of his brother before getting off. As I observe the beautiful signatures he did I realize that the ink he used made the paper all black.

I am in a waterboat and hear the guys around me talking Swedish. They are actually Icelandic and get off with me to visit an old Italian city. One of them suddenly jumps in a canal and throws me down with him. I swim across it and go to the policeman to tell about what has just happened.

I am laying on a double bed with a Peruvian baby. He is actually so small that I can take him by the feet and move him anywhere. He can't lay still and I realize he must be hungry. I then call his mother to see when she is coming home but she writes a message saying she will be home late.

I am sleeping in the living room of my Venetian apartment when I hear some noises. There is someone opening the door and I get ready to react. It is my sister entering with her racing bike and she tells me that she had to go out with one of my friends who thought I was also going to be there.

I am walking in a small valley with my girlfriend and need to reach my Greek roommate. She is waiting for me with some friends on one side of the valley and we are almost there but my girlfriend wants to stop in a small resort. We do so and it gets too late by the time I walk to the roommate.

I am walking in a Nordic capital and get a message from a Polish girl who wants to meet me. I then tell her that I am about to approach the main square but she writes back a long message saying that she rather meets me at her place. I even get her address and prepare to walk across the city.

I am in my Venetian apartment kitchen with my girlfriend. My supervisor and her husband are also there and congratulate me about my university work. I am starting to feel flattered with they ask me how much to I rent the apartment for. I tell a lower price but my girlfriend corrects me.

I am with my mother in my native highland. We are actually standing on a small hill and can see my property on another hill. I then show my mother a third hill with my neighbour's small farm and tell her that they have been digging out gold. She doesn't believe me but they are now rich. 

I am driving my car up north and pass a small square with several containers for garbage. They without a lock and I get off the highway to throw the garbage I have in my car. I actually reach a village and see that there is garbage piled up in the square but all the bags have a special tag.

I am in a tourist resort next to a beautiful lake. I see that people are swimming inside and I also feel I should swim even though I don't have a swimsuit. I then get next to the water and get ready to film the mountains in the distance but a young boy comes swimming towards me splashing.

I am seating outside of a building playing with my stepsister's kid. He is very small but keep playing around with small rocks and realize that he is gone the building. A woman has him and I take him back outside realizing that he holds me very tight and he will soon need to be breast fed. 

I am in a bedroom standing in front of my girlfriend's best friend. She is actually laying down and tells me that she is like my girlfriend and always wants to make love. I actually see her yellow teeth and realize my girlfriend is laying still next to her. I then also lay on her side to hug her. 

I am in the big bedroom of my Venetian apartment when my Turkish roommate comes in to pick some clothes. We never met before and I tell him that he looks exactly how I expected. He then expects me to take a picture with my camera but the battery contact pops out and I have to fix it.

I am biking through my native village followed by a Southern Italian. There are actually a lot of black people on the main street and I stop to put on my heart beat band. The Southern Italian doesn't understand why and I explain that there is a big hill ahead before we reach my parents' place.

I am in the small bedroom of when I was a teenager. I am actually laying in bed listening to a radio program reciting from a history book I just read. It actually says a phrase that is exactly used in a famous rock song and I realize that the rock singer has copied it from it without modifying it.

I am in my mountain village talking to my old neighbour about the acquisition of his barn. I actually realize that he is talking about a tractor that I already have and it arrives with a truck. I find it way too old but he starts backing up with it on the tight road and I realize how good he is. 

I am in a garage helping one of my mother's workers. He is actually standing inside a truck loading the crates with my photos. They have mold around them and he sand paper them. There are still a lot to be loaded and I wonder if he has any helper to load the other ones while he sand papers.

I am driving a new van that I got from my parents. It is actually early in the morning and I see an old lady selling vegetables on the side of the road. I then stop to buy some fruit even though I only have one small bill. She also gives me grapes and gets me an Asian bill in return for mine.

I am in the field where I am preparing to build my shrine. There are other guys helping me and I realize they have installed a vineyard in the lower part. I then try to connect it to the upper part using a stick but do not manage with the hammer and ask one of the guys to pass me my driller.

I am walking in a swamp with an old American friend. He is equipped with a costume to capture radio waves and we get on an old bus where his girlfriend and son are waiting. She starts driving but we realize that we will have to spend the night out and have to go back for his sleeping bag.

I am in a Russian contemporary art museum looking out of the window with the director and curator. There is only wilderness outside and realize two wolves are approaching. The director then screams that they don't belong here and opens up the emergency exit to throw a snake at them.

I am in a hotel room sleeping when my ex wife comes in to lay next to me. I then stand up and start packing my things but she also stands back up. I then throw her back to bed and notice that she has a small tattoo on the back of her shoulder and realize it is a flower I have never seen before.

I am walking with my best friend down a mountain and notice that there is a village ahead on top of a hill. I then see that we have to go down a valley to the right and realize we don't have to go all the way up to the village. We reach a crossing but my friend wants to keep up to the village.

I am walking uphill through a forest with other people and reach a local library. I then seat down to let some time pass and pick a random book from one of the shelves. It shows different kind of breasts. As I look in it I see that there are actually women of different races having sex together.

I am on a beach with my best friend and we catch a shuttle to go back to our hotel. There are several young people inside and my friend is next to a tall girl. He jokes saying he wants to take her to his room. We actually arrive and see another young girl laying on a bench in the entrance.

I am in the narrow corridor of a cafe. My old Turkish colleague is seating next to me and tells me about the trip I will have to do to reach a country at war in the Middle East. He then explains how I will have to zig zag through many different Arab countries and walk peacefully along the border. 

I am walking through my mountain village and see that there are still a lot of people despite the late season. My neighbour is hanging her laundry outside and I say hi to her. She then runs inside my apartment with a tea pot she has borrowed from me. I then realize she is without gas.

I am in a swimming pool and see the daughter of my upstairs neighbour in the mountains. She is together with her daughter and I notice that she is not wearing sunglasses for the first time. As I look at her carefully I then realize that her eyes are blue and I swim underwater to scare them.

I am in a small clinic and my mother calls me to her office. She actually got my blood test and is discussing it with the German prime minister. I then tell her that she should compare it with the test I took many years ago and the daughter of our former neighbours starts looking through it.

I am in an apartment of an architect and talk with her workers about our tractors. As one of them tells us about the machine he had to use to pull up some trees I notice that there is a view to the lake. I then ask the architect if she ever swims there and she replies that she has never done it.

I am seating on a bench right outside my mountain village. My neighbours' daughter is actually seating on my side and I try to convince her to come with me to get a certificate. She actually needs it so that she can drive my scooter. At last she agrees thinking it is something I am doing for her.


